
Covance Clinical-Biotech

CLINICAL TRIALS
DESIGNED
AROUND YOU®

Having worked with biotechs across a wide range
of therapeutic areas, your Clinical-Biotech team
brings valuable insights specific to your indication
and in compliance with all regulatory requirements.

Collaborate with an Executive Lead and project 
manager for the duration of your program. Your 
trial will be propelled by a passionate team, unique 
data sources and proven recruitment practices.

SPECIALIZED EXPERTISE 

A DEVOTED TEAM

COLLABORATIVE ENGAGEMENT

The Designed Around You® flexible engagement 
approach sets your trial up for success.  
Collaborate. Commence. Conduct. Conclude. That 
means you can stay focused on what matters 
most - your trial outcomes.

Advance your clinical trial, your way - 

with a dedicated, flexible approach 

that’s Designed Around You®. 

From specialized expertise on your 

program team to tailored payment 

and communication schedules - you'll 

find unique options to personalize 

your trial so it works just for you.



Start your program by collaborating with 

your Clinical-Biotech team to build a 

plan that guides you successfully across 

the finish line. Receive a proposal that 

addresses not only your trial specifics, 

but also preferred work-flow, milestones  

and other special goals or requirements.

With a deep understanding of your goals and 

strategy - your plan is put into action with 

clear roles and responsibilities, robust site 

training and investigator data collection 

management. This will serve as the solid 

foundation of your success.

Activate your ideal sites to recruit and 

maintain the most relevant patients for your 

study.  Driven by your Clinical-Biotech team 

and Xcellerate® informatics suite, you better 

understand, monitor and measure your 

performance, making informed decisions 

that keep your study on track while 

uncovering ways to accelerate it.

Receive delivery of your data package with 

expert interpretation. Review your report with 

your team and prepare for submission. Position 

yourself for success beyond your study with 

guidance and support on your regulatory and 

commercial readiness strategies.

Data-driven
Strategy

Custom 
Contracts

Payment 
Plans

Get your sites up
and going quickly.

Streamline your
processes with
onsite teams.

Create a personalized plan. Engage your Investigators. Run your trial. Launch your brighter future.

COLLABORATE COMMENCE CONDUCT CONCLUDE

Leverage actionable
data to make smarter

decisions faster.

DESIGNED AROUND YOU   FOR PERSONALIZED SUCCESS®

Recruit and retain
qualified patients.

Keep investigators
performing their best.

Leverage unique data sources 
to ensure feasibility and 
pinpoint high-performance 
investigators and patient pools.

Find clarity and simplicity in 
your trial collaboration through 
responsive partnership and 
tailored contracts.

Better meet investor expectations 
with tailored Clinical-Biotech 
payment plans designed to flow 
with the financial operating model 
of your venture.  

Engage with 
your biotech 

Executive Lead, an 
experienced 

resource for the 
duration of your 

program.

Partner with 
regulatory, feasibility 

and therapeutic 
advisors to plot the 

best course.

Enhance your chances of success 
with insights from 

commercialization specialists.
Receive interpreted findings 

and ready submission.



 

For More Information,

Visit: Covance.com/theHub

designed around you®

And Much
More

Gain support
for the

commercialization
of your drug

Advance your 
fastrack or 

breakthrough 
designated 
program

Deliver a 

companion 

diagnostic to 

support patient 

identificationConduct a 
comprehensive 

clinical trial

INTEGRATE YOUR TRIAL EXPERIENCE WITH EASE

Integrated Clinical Pharmacology
 
Gain critical data to make earlier and more 
confident decisions.

Central Laboratory Services 

Secure patient samples and data with 
industry-leading esoteric testing.

Biomarkers and Companion Diagnostics 

Enhance treatment outcomes by identifying the 
most appropriate patients.

Actionable Data and Analytics

Reduce study costs, speed time to market and 
improve patient recruitment. 

Regulatory and Commercial Consulting

Expertly establish your Target Product Profile and 
regulatory and commercial strategy.

With the hub, you have access to a complementary portfolio of drug development solutions 
designed distinctly for your nimble biotech venture. Realize an integrated clinical trial and ease the 
overall management of your program while adding value to your asset.
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